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I18 dreams include
World Learning Center,
sustainable campus
BY Jack Kiehl
NEWS EDITOR
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RING DAY: A group of juniors show off their new class rings after the Junior Ring Mass last Friday. The class banner slogan is
“With my brothers, I am not alone.”

Garden plans adapt to Jesuit residence
BY Sam
STAFF

T

Heagney

he St. Louis U High garden has seen a number of
changes this year and will see
even more as it adapts to the
construction of a new Jesuit
residence.
The garden has recently

changed its format to consolidate into the small area left
after the initial construction
of the new residence. Previously arranged in a fanned
out design, the garden beds
have been moved into two
columns to take advantage of
the space left. After the house

is finished the garden will
look to expand.
“We’re not sure where
the foundation will end, so
maybe we’ll sneak another
bed in,” said AP Environmental Science teacher Bill Anderson.
The new residence will

feature a roof that is slanted
toward the garden, directing any runoff rainwater into
a rain garden, which will be
added in the fall after construction of the house is finished.

continued on page 3

vision for a third-century campus master plan
was one of the main goals
coming from the Imagining
18 visioning process. The vision, which will bring improvements to SLUH as it
heads towards its 200th anniversary, includes addressing
the facilities around SLUH
that need updating, making
SLUH’s campus more sustainable, and seeing how various
areas—new and old—fit into
the Backer Memorial.
“I think the goal of what
we were doing coming out of
the process was trying to take
a synchronized and macrolevel look at our facility rather
than look at one section with
an idea but seeing how everything relates,” said President
Dave Laughlin.
Laughlin presented a
number of facilities concepts
at the Imagining 18 closing
convocation in February.
Laughlin began the presentation with an assessment
of SLUH’s current facilities
with data compiled by Hastings + Chivetta, the architecture firm that completed

a Master Facilities Review
earlier this year. The reveiew
looked at aspects of SLUH’s
campus like heating, cooling,
landscaping, classrooms, and
office space.
“(It’s) a comprehensive
review that I expect will be
used for years to come,” said
Laughlin.
Hastings + Chivetta
found that, with roof systems
and fire protection, the newer
parts of the buildings such as
the Joseph Schulte Theatre
and the Si Commons, were in
better shape, while the original Backer Memorial needs
updating. For instance, only
a small area of the original
I-shaped building has sprinklers while areas like the
Commons, theatre, and mu-

continued on page 12

The End of Two Eras
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The 2014-15 school year is long-time Athletic Director Dick Wehner’s final year in the
position. He will remain at SLUH for one more year to teach theology. Above, Wehner
celebrates with students at the state basketball game. For a look at Wehner’s 31 years as
AD, see page 4.
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Trip Downtown
The Staycation club travelled
to downtown St. Louis to experience the sights, sounds, and
tastes of the city. Page 2

photo | Leo Heinz

This year marks art teacher John Mueller’s last year at SLUH after teaching here for
32 years. Above, Mueller models for a group of art students. For more about the man
behind the cheesy pancakes, see page 5.
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Baseball falls and gets back up
After losing to De Smet, the
Basebills regain strength against
Chaminade and look to finish
the season strong. Page 14
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Faculty Farewell
A look into the different careers
of four beloved, departing faculty members. Page 11
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Volleyball loses to Vianney in
tournament semifinals
In Cheek’s first season as head
coach, the team places third in
a competitive tournament and
looks for another run in the state
tournament. Page 13
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Students participate in Chem Bowl for science Staycation visits
downtown for food
and architecture
artwork | Joe Fentress

BY John Burke
REPORTER

which took students to an
art exhibit called “Odyssey in
the City” at the Metropolitan
Building.
After their visit with
the field trip, the Staycationers went down to the Arch,
where they discussed the history of the area near the Arch
grounds.
The sightseeing portion
of the trip continued with a
quick visit to the Main Branch
of the St. Louis Public Library
and the Soldiers’ Memorial.
The Staycationers spent
their remaining time eating
ice cream and enjoying the
features of City Garden.
The Staycation Club
plans to go on one more trip
before the year’s end. While
the location has not been set
yet, the club is leaning toward
a trip to the northern edge
of downtown St. Louis and a
meal at Crown Candy.

T

BY Charlie
STAFF

Mueth

S

ix students competed in
the first annual Chem
Bowl, hosted by Kirkwood
High School last Saturday.
Sophomores Alex Hymes,
Philip Cibulka, Robert Esswein, and Aaron Fisher and
Chinese exchange students
Linda Li and Lancer Li comprised the team.
Kirkwood
chemistry
teacher Robert Becker organized the event. Becker invited all high schools from the
St. Louis area to participate.
Becker designed the
event so that only first year
chemistry students could
compete. Eight schools attended the event, and each
school could have a maxi-

mum of six students compete.
Three teams competed
against each other in each
round. Each team participated in three rounds. After the
three rounds, the three teams
with the most points would
compete against each other in
the final round.
SLUH won one of the
early rounds, but lost the other two. However, the team finished third in overall points,
earning itself a bid to the final
round.
In the final round, the
team competed against John
Burroughs and Clayton. The
team beat Clayton in points,
but fell behind John Burroughs to finish second.
“Having lost to Clayton
previously, that made us feel

good that we beat them the
second time through,” said
chemistry teacher Charlie
Busenhart. The team had lost
to Clayton in a competition in
March.
“I enjoyed it,” said Cibulka. “The part of it I really liked
was just that it was really well
organized for having been
done for the first time. It was,
overall, really well run. It was
cool to see that a lot of other
schools had a large turnout
on a Saturday afternoon to do
some chemistry.”
Many students enjoyed
the questions asked in the
competition.
“I like the way they had
multiple choice where sometimes actually trying to be fast
would kill you because you

would say the wrong answer,”
said Cibulka. “Overall, there
were pretty good questions.
They did a good job of managing that.”
“It was kind of hit or
miss with the difficulty,” said
Esswein. “Some of them were
really hard and some of them
were really easy—and not
much in the middle. But, it
was a pretty good test.”
Kirkwood plans to host
the same event again next
spring.
“I think we should compete in it next year if they have
it,” said Hymes. “It would be a
really good opportunity to interact with other schools on a
friendly basis because it is not
excessively competitive.”

he St. Louis U. High Staycation Club went on a
trip to the sights of downtown
St. Louis last Friday.
The trip started at Mr.
Currys, an Indian restaurant
located at 612 Olive Street,
which specializes in traditional Indian food. Staycation
tried a variety of new and exotic foods, including a delicious chutney.
“The most important
thing about the trip was several firsts,” said club moderator Suzanne Renard.
The club went to a variety of interesting new sights
on the trip and tried a variety
of new foods along the way.
“Our motto is we go
places and eat things, and
that’s just part of our charter,”
said Renard.
Following their meal,
the Staycationers met up with
—Nathan
Langhauser
English teacher Chuck Hus- contributed to reporting.
sung’s extra credit field trip,

State Solo and
Ensemble Festival
Qualifiers
The following qualified for the State Solo and
Ensemble Festival, and they performed at Mizzou last Saturday.
Exemplary – 1 Rating

Juniors fly to food trucks before Ring Ceremony
BY Connor
CORE STAFF

T

FitzGerald

he junior class celebrated
its Ring Day with Mass
and a dance after a half day
of school on Friday. And
in between school and the
Mass, juniors and many others grabbed some grub at one
of the three food trucks STUCO booked for the day. The
trucks included were Gioia’s
Deli, Sia’s Italian Ice, and 22
August.
The food trucks were
the results of two months of

STUCO work under the guidance of senior Parker Pence
and co-moderator Katherine
Toussaint.
Gioia’s originally contacted SLUH about coming
here, and the owner of 22 August is related to senior Kieran
Chang, which made for an
easy decision.
“We would have loved
to have more trucks to meet
demands and keep the lines
shorter,” said Pence. “But
these are the three we could
get to come.”

STUCO contacted about
20 food trucks, but many
were either already booked or
did not get back to STUCO.
They also posted the event on
a website that St. Louis food
trucks use to find events.
“The food was really
good,” said junior Mark Becker of his Italian beef sandwich
from 22 August. “The lines
took way too long, though.
Some juniors were forced to
go without food because they
had to go to the ceremony.
Overall, the process was way

too slow and chaotic because
there wasn’t really a line, just
a cluster of kids, but the food
was great.”
“I think we did everything we could to make it
work out with the juniors getting to go first,” said Pence. “I
wish we could’ve had more
(trucks) so that people could
could’ve been served quicker,
but we did everything we
could on that front too. I think
the trucks really enjoyed the
event too and enjoyed great
sales.”

photo | Patrick Enderle

Doc directs the concert band for a final time in the Schulte Theatre.

Manny de Legarreta – Violin Solo
Andrew Groesch – Violin Solo
Edward Gartner – Clarinet Solo
Peter Volmert – French Horn Solo
Alexander Siampos – Violin Solo
Matthew Fink - Snare Drum solo
John Storgion, Alex Ayala, and Edward Gartner
– Woodwind Trio
Outstanding – 2 Rating
John Reiss – Violin Solo
Thomas Curdt – Trombone
Samuel Pottinger – Alto Sax Solo
Evan Brende – Trumpet Solo
Manny de Legarreta, Alex Siampos, Cameron
Spence, and Ben Massenberg – String Quartet
Alex Ayala – Piccolo Solo
Alex Ayala – Flute Solo
Isaac Martel – Marimba Solo
artwork | Ian Mulvihill
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Letter
Romantic same-sex
dancing contrary to
Catholic teaching
To the Prep News,
I congratulate Jack Kiehl
on a fine article. I want to correct one factual error. A senior
is quoted as saying that there is
nothing in Catholic Teaching
against two (gay) men dancing together. That is not true.
It is true that you will not find
a paragraph in the Catechism
that says “Two gay men may
not dance together.” However,
the Church teaches a) that it is
not right to act on disordered
inclinations, and b) that gay
inclinations are disordered.
Therefore, two gay men dancing together—in a romantic
fashion—is, in fact, contrary
to the teachings of the Church.
(I am no happier than anyone
else with the language of “disordered desire.” But it is technically very precise. If anyone

Dr. Ed Hogan
Associate Professor of
Systematic Theology, Kenrick-Glennon Seminary
Director, Pontifical Paul
ABOVE: The past garden is currently being renovated into the foundations of the new Jesuit residence.
VI Institute, Archdiocese of
BELOW RIGHT: The birdbath and picnic tables permeate the garden’s area.
Saint Louis

(continued from page 1)
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Role of roof rain garden being contemplated

has better language to represent what that term means, I
would gladly adopt it.) If you
want an analogy, think of a
man and a woman, each married to someone else, going on
a date and dancing together—
in a romantic fashion. They
may not be having sex. But
their attraction toward someone who is not their spouse is
disordered, and acting on that
attraction is a sin. The fundamental and unavoidable question is not whether they are
going to have sex, but whether
they are acting on properly or
improperly ordered desires.
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“It would be a lot easier for (the builders) to work
on the house if it wasn’t here, but both Mr. Laughlin and
the administration have stuck with the garden,” said Anderson.
The administration is still deliberating about the garden’s role in student life. Though technically on campus,
a locked gate separates it from the school buildings. In
the future, the administration will look into making the
garden accessible during school hours for students looking for a calm escape.
“A couple of years ago that wouldn’t have been possible, but now, it is. Hopefully, a new pathway will integrate
it better,” said Anderson. “It’s a really peaceful, tranquil
place.”
The new residence will have two outdoor faucets to
deliver water to the garden. Two water spigots that formerly supplied water to the garden had to be removed to
accommodate the construction site due to pipes running
through it. Currently, the gardeners get water from the
house next door, which SLUH also owns. This has added
an extra burden, especially during the hotter-than-usual
spring St. Louis has experienced.
The garden has also added new features. Four picnic tables have been placed near the entrance, courtesy
of the theater construction crew led by tech director Tim
Moore. The group is also making benches that will be
added to the garden. One new birdbath has found its way
into the garden as well, and two more will look to join
it in the coming weeks. The Sustainability Club recently

held a competition to design a birdbath for the garden, and
the winning design has been chosen.
Over 50 different plant types have been added into
the garden for the summer season. Despite construction
continuing into the summer, teachers, students from AP
Environmental Science, and community members will all
continue to work on the beds and grow the garden into a
viable asset for the community.

photos | Patrick Enderle
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Changes to come but memories stay: Wehner wraps up
31-year career as Athletic Director

BY Marty Johnson
sports editor

F

or the past 31 years,
Athletic Director Dick
Wehner has had a love affair
with St. Louis U. High. It’s
been a productive one, with
35 state titles, over 140 District and Sectional championships, and the creation of an
athletic conference.
But Wehner will be the
first to tell you that’s not what
matters to him. First he’ll
point to the thousands of students that he has seen walk

through the halls of SLUH
and then he’ll refer you to the
motto he introduced to SLUH
years ago: Tradition Never
Graduates.
Wehner’s approach all of
these years has been pretty
simple.
“I want a young man
when he graduates from St.
Louis U. High to look back on
his co-curriculars, whether it
was hockey, C team wrestling,
football, and say, ‘I’m really
glad that I did that,’” Wehner
said.
Making students feel at

home starts with making sure
that they and their coaches
have what they need to compete at a high level, something
that Wehner has worked tirelessly to achieve.
“He helps everybody,
every program. He’s a handson guy,” head football coach
Gary Kornfeld said. “If we
had a need, he made sure we
got it.”
“It wasn’t that he was
Daddy Warbucks,” former
track and cross country coach
and current assistant principal Jim Linhares said. “But

he knew if you were working
hard, had the best interest of
the boys at heart, and were
building something that was
good for them, then he was
behind you, and that’s not like
that at all schools.”
And while not Daddy
Warbucks, for the past four
decades, Wehner has certainly
been a father figure to many
students at SLUH.
“When you’re a teenage boy, you’re egocentric;
you’re focused on yourself, so
you need someone like Mr.
Wehner to remind you that

there’s more to you than just
you,” Assistant Athletic Director Tim Rittenhouse said. “I
can think of specific incidents
where he brought me back
down to earth.”
Wehner’s ability to connect to students on more than
just a superficial level, however, has made the difference.
“He has a way of making
you feel in that moment when
he’s talking to you that you’re
the most important person
in the world to him at that
moment,” Rittenhouse said.
“For me as a young student, I

was from Belleville, so being
known was something that
was important to me.”
Likewise,
Wehner
brought the same Men for
Others mentality when it
came to dealing with SLUH’s
opponents throughout the
years.
“When young men come
here to compete from a different school, I want them, and
their coach, and their fans to
feel that they are welcome,”
Wehner said. “So, I like to

continued on page 6

Career in Review: students, faculty remember Wehner’s best moments
Gary Kornfeld

Jim Linhares

I knew him before he started working here. A long time ago,
me and him were C wrestling coaches. He was the coach at De
Smet and I was here. I knew very little about wrestling but they
had an opening and nobody else was going to do it so I did it. He
was one of the guys who took me under his wing. A year after
that we had a theology opening, so I called him and told him to
get his behind over here. And low and behold, he applied and
got the job.

We had a young man named Chris Tackes die and it was
very hard for our community. We asked him to step up and speak
for our whole community. He can wrap his arms around a whole
community and thta’s what he did. He knows what he’s symbolizing is (the kids) and that’s what you want in your leaders. you
want them to lead but we need them know is that what they are
leading us to isn’t about them but about us all and I think Mr.
Wehner does it all.

Matt Sebek, ’00
I don’t think I fully appreciated what Mr. Wehner meant
to me until last summer when he sent me the jersey I wore my
senior soccer season at SLUH. Granted, it made me feel old to
know that the jersey was finally being exhausted after passing
through all levels of soccer and several storage closets. The point
was that Mr. Wehner remembered me. He remembered me fifteen years after I wore a piece of clothing. He remembered what
year I graduated and what number I wore. He didn’t even have
to ask. And then it occurred to me that I wasn’t special; Mr.
Wehner simply made it his job to make sure everyone felt important - whether they were an active student or not. The man’s
commitment to tradition is relentless.
photo | Mr. Matt Sciuto

Tim Rittenhouse
My most special memory
I have of him as both a student
and as a colleague is that at
some point, he’s going to bring
your conversation with him
and connect it back to Christ.
At some point that’s going to
happen. That’s something as a
faith-filled person, that I can’t
even begin to express how
meaningful it is that it happens and how difficult it is to
do that.

Steve Nicollerat

Parker Pence, ’15

He defines the job of the Athletic Director because before
him, we had different people that were doing it, but they also
had other things here. Dick was really the first one who defined
the job as not only a pubic relations job for the community and
an organizational side for coaches. He did it all. The biggest
thing, I think is the expectations that the kids are treated right.
That’s a huge thing. I think that when it comes right down to it,
we’re here to serve the kids, and Dick really fosters that idea.

We were playing Chaminade in a basketball game this year
and a lot of times you don’t really know outside of your life how
great of people other people are. I remember we started chanting
“Mr. Wehner” and they shouted back “He’s a legend.” That was
really awesome bcasue another school that we really haven’t gotten along with this year being in solidarity with us was pretty
cool.

Bryan Edwards, ’15

(My favorite moment was) when we gave him the 30-year
jersey. It was our last home game aginst Hazelwood West. He
gave speech to the whole team about how much SLUH has
meant to him and how much it has impacted his life, but really
for the most part, he’s affected so many people’s that he doesn’t
really understand that it’s the opposite way.

Mark Kornfeld, ’00
Erwin Clagget
(My favorite moment was) how serious he took the preJoe Porter
season meetings with the coaches. He was on-point and covered
everything that you can possibile think of and I thought that
I remember he used to speak to the whole school at the bewas neat that he was all in. And all of it was about the boys and ginning of the year and he would come out in his Hawaiian shirt
about the program and about the school. Everything he did was and talk about the American dream, but he also talked about
for this school. He made sure we were held to a certain standard. sportsmanship and how SLUH boys should behave at sporting events. He’s always making sure that we’re representing the
school in the best way that we can.
photos | Dauphin Yearbooks

I’ve known Mr. Wehner my entire life, and there is one
phrase he said to me that I will always remember.... “Hey Mark,
nice going.” The phrase seems so simple, but it has meant so
much to me throughout my life. I heard that phrase when I was a
ball boy after a Friday night game as a child, after any major accomplishment growing up, upon my acceptance into SLUH, every football/baseball game I played in win or lose, graduations,
my wedding day, after every football game I coached in, after
hearing of the birth of my children, and so on and so on... Every
single time he said it, I felt as proud as I did the first time he said
it. Mr. Wehner always made me feel like the most important person in the world. There simply is no one better than Mr. Wehner!
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32-year Age of Purple comes to a close as art teacher John Mueller retires
BY

Leo Heinz and Nolen

Doorack

CORE STAFF

A

fter 32 years of helping
students see the world
differently, inspiring many
to pursue their talents, and
serving the SLUH community, art teacher John Mueller has decided to drop his
plastic head of lettuce and
say “Lettuce say so long”
and retire.
Growing up in South
City, Mueller attended Bishop DuBourg High School.
He never intended studying art in college, much
less becoming a teacher.
“I thought I would be
selling suits at Macy’s when
I grew up,” said Mueller.
After his mother signed
him up for junior college,
he took an interest in art,
eventually applying to
Webster College to major
in sculpture. In the application process, Sr. Gabriel
Mary, a saint according to
Mueller, convinced him to
study art education.

room next door,” said Mueller.
In 1994, Mueller led
the moving of the department to its current space in
the J-wing, where the Jesuits had lived.
In his growing of the
department, Mueller has
added several classes, including engineering graphics, which his mentor, former French teacher and
Assistant Principal for Academics Dick Keefe, had
recommended.
In 1991, Mueller led
the expansion of the department to a third member. Joan Bugnitz, who was
working at Prep North, visited SLUH’s art show one
spring. Mueller, dining out
a few weeks later, noticed
a watercolor of a radiator
on the wall at the restaurant. The shadow of the
radiator was purple, Mueller’s favorite color.
Mueller had trouble
convincing the artist, who
turned out to be Bugnitz, to

fell in love with the art department’s Apple computer
over the summer—the reason SLUH uses mostly Apple products, Mueller said.
As Adobe released design programs like Photoshop, Illustrator, and InDesign, Mueller would learn
them in the summer. He
would bring his new knowledge to the classroom.
“Computers have al-

“I picked out everything,” he said. “The people
who did the wood-working
were two students of mine
from DuBourg who were
very fine carpenters. A year
later, a man set it on fire
… It took a lot of money to
redo that place. We redid
the wallpaper and the carpet and some wood-working.”

My proudest moment was when we
decided to not have
computers for everybody in the school.

Mueller has always
been a man of service.
From the beginning of his
time at SLUH, he organized service opportunities
for students.
He
began
taking
groups of students to the
Catholic Worker House to
feed the poor. He brought
together teachers and
students from CBC and
St. Mary’s High School
and SLUH to cook. When
French teacher Suzanne
Renard began working at
SLUH in 1986, she quickly
joined Mueller in serving
meals to the poor at Karen
House.
“I would think, ‘Ew dinner is going to be disgusting tonight with all these
random ingredients,’” said
Renard. “Mr. Mueller would
emerge into the serving
area with a gorgeous dish.
He could win a chef challenge where they give him
a kumquat and the leg of
a zebra. The man can do
anything.”
His favorite position
of his career at SLUH was
heading and organizing
Senior Project.
“I really believed in Senior Project,” said Mueller.
“It changed so many lives
and helped kids make career decisions”
Mueller directed Senior Project for 11 years
alongside his mentor Dick
Keefe, and is responsible
for its current form, now
a requirement with many
service sites, locally and
abroad. He also added reflection activities into the
process for the seniors and
for the entire school.
“Mr. Mueller and Mr.
Keefe were the organizational engines behind how
Senior Project is now,” said
current theology teacher Rob Garavaglia who
shared an office with Mueller when he was hired as
Campus Ministry director in
1997. “What I noticed was
that Senior Project became
more of an opportunity for
the whole school to reflect

-Mueller

ways been just a tool,”
said Mueller. “My proudest
moment—I want this in the
damn article—was when
we decided to not have
computers for everybody
in the school. I think it was
a really strong statement
and I think that it served us
well not having them. Who
photo courtesy of | Dauphin Yearbook knows what will happen in
the future? There, I said it.”

The Business

Mueller (on right) with students at the Coronation in 1987.

“Honestly, I agreed to
study that just to get into
the school,” he said.
Out of college, Mueller got a job at Bishop DuBourg and taught there for
11 years. He gave up his
position there, but couldn’t
stay away from teaching
for too long.
After three years out of
the classroom, Mueller applied for a part-time job at
SLUH.
“The thing I feel that
got me in my job was that
I cooked at the cafeteria at
the Catholic Worker house
every Thursday with a
friend of mine,” said Mueller.
At the time, SLUH was
looking to build up its unorganized community service program, and Mueller
“clicked.”

The Department

When Mueller came to
SLUH in 1982, the art department inhabited one of
the current physics classrooms in the science wing.
Since then, he has developed the department’s current slate of classes and
the current one semester
Fine Arts requirement.
He also helped create the
freshman survey course.
“We always pushed
and pushed for more. We
were originally in Baudendistel’s room. Then we
took over the former typing
This article was printed in
the font Helvetica, Mr. Mueller’s favorite font which was
“revolutionary in design.”

sell him the painting. When
the job position came up,
she applied and Mueller remembered her.
Bugnitz and Mueller
have worked alongside for
the last 25 years, with Bugnitz going full time within a
few years of being hired.
“(The art department’s
harmony) has a lot to do
with him and Ms. Bugnitz
as a team, and in some
ways you can’t talk about
one without the other. It’s
the combination of the two
that makes it work,” said

“He befriends all kinds
of strays,”
-Suzanne Renard

Since 1974, he has
continued to work part-time
for his decorating business.
He has traveled across the
country working with clients. His services to his clients are very comprehensive starting from the first
visits with the architects to
the furnishing of the house.
“I’m very involved in
the process all the way
through,” said Mueller. “I
just know their taste, what
they want.”
After leaving SLUH,
Mueller will continue with
his decorating business.”
Throughout his time
at SLUH, Mueller has contributed to the renovation
of the main chapel and the
remodeling of the North
American Martyrs Chapel.
In the main chapel, Mueller
oversaw a lot of the decorating and painted the Stations of the Cross.
“They spared no expense and I think it’s a
classic, beautiful space,”
he said.
Mueller oversaw the
renovation of the former
chapel for the Jesuits into
today’s North American
Martyrs Chapel. He designed the new space, and
when it was set ablaze (by
an arsonist, not the Holy
Spirit) the following year,
Mueller took over the restoration.

David Rhoads, ’06.
In addition to expanding the art department through more hirings
and more space, Mueller
helped push the boundaries of the art curriculum.
As the personal computer
developed, Mueller saw
opportunities for technology in the classroom. In
1984, the art department
acquired SLUH’s first computer.
“I remember one of my
favorite students, Eddie
Del Rosario,” said Mueller.
“We had a program called
Draw and Paint, and it was
awkward to use the mouse
to draw. Eddie was magic.
He could use that thing just
like a pencil.
According to Mueller,
the technology consultant
at the time, Bob Overkamp, Mueller and a collegue.

photo | Leo Heinz
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UNUSUAL CONCOCTION: Over a decade ago, Mueller’s brainstorming resulted in the creation of cheesy
pancakes, a delicacy he makes for his students.

on the role of service.”

Cheesy

reach this age of person,”
said Bugnitz. “He has a humor that they can relate to.
I love when he says things
like, instead of criticizing (a
drawing), ‘aren’t you worried about that orange?’”
“I think he’s really funny, really nice. He doesn’t
talk very much, but when
he talks it’s not like a big
conversation, not a kind of
conversation people would
normally have—it’s a different one, a more fun one
because he asks you what
you had for dinner last
night. It makes you think
because most of the time

Since the mid ’90s,
Mueller has grilled cheesy
pancakes for his freshman
survey classes at the end
of each cycle. All of his
other classes, as well as
special friends, receive the
voluptuous cakes.
“When I was young,
I read this thing in Eloise about making a grilled
cheese with an iron. You
wrap it in foil. When I was
at DuBourg, I would make
grilled cheeses for everyone,” Mueller said. “Once
I came to SLUH, Mr. Mills
and I used to do a pancake “He’s taught another
breakfast benefitting Hon- kind of perspective:
duras. I was disgusted with what are the things
the Bisquick stuff we used. that you let go in life
I brought Krusteaz the
and what are the
next time and the kids kept
things that really
coming back. I was flipping
matter,”
these pancakes and think-Suzanne Renard
ing to myself, ‘You know
Mueller, I bet you could use you forget,” said junior Paul
these pancakes instead of Henken.
that real expensive bread.’
I bought a griddle and A Welcoming Face
started to experiment,” said and Friendly Friend
Mueller.
Rebholz and Renard
both recounted how Mueller greeted them and welA Broken Heart
comed them to SLUH.
Mueller has been Renard’s friendship with
known for his wit, sarcasm, Mueller began in the coffee
and love of art. The 2010 room.
film “My Broken Heart,” di“Around 1985 my
rected by Michael Blair,’10, first day teaching here,
depicted a sad Mueller I walked into the faculty
going through his daily lounge. There was a coflife and dealing with the fee pot with about an inch
atrocities of students in his or two of sludge, culturing
classes—broken pencils, something in the pot. I went
ruined paper, and rude be- and scrubbed it out to brew
havior. The film has served a pot. There were people
as a PSA at the start of his around who said, ‘Hey,
classes since.
gotta go.’ Mr Mueller came
“It’s important in art to in and said, ‘Hi, sometimes
respect the supplies, re- it’s hard to break into here.
spect each other. It’s a re- A lot of people are busy
ally big deal,” Mueller says and focused. If you need
in the film.
a friend. I’ll be your friend.”
His vibrant personality We shook on it and we’ve
has a way of connecting been really close ever
with students.
since. He does this for peo“He notices personal- ple. He befriends all kinds
ity traits, how something of strays.”
affects his students perWhen theology teachsonally—he knows how to
continued on page 6
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Wehner leaves legacy of sportsmanship, hospitality, and tradition
photo | Mr. Matt Sciuto

Wehner moves football equipment. Wehner will continue to teach Theology at SLUH next year.

(continued from page 5)

treat them first class. Because when they leave, I want
them to say, ‘St. Louis U. High
is a special place.’”
His hospitality has made
SLUH a hallmark for sportsmanship. IAFO and IABO,
the organizations that hire
referees for SLUH’s football and basketball games,
have sportsmanship awards
they give out annually to the
school that exemplifies the
best sportsmanship. Not only
did the organizations name
their respective awards after
Wehner earlier this year, but
the SLUH football team has
won the award eight out of the
last nine years and the basketball team has won the award
every year since its creation.
“He was so respectful of
the other teams,” head basketball coach Erwin Claggett
said. “He always put out Gatorade (for them) instead of

water. I would ask him when I
first started, “Gatorade?” and
he would say, ‘Well, this is St.
Louis U. High.’”
But to Wehner, St. Louis
U. High is more than just an
ideal place to work. Over the
years, he has been on short
lists for administrative positions at other schools, but
leaving 4970 Oakland Ave.
has never really crossed his
mind.
“I’ve always felt that this
is my home,” Wehner said.
“And that’s credit to the boys
that I’ve taught that have been
so good to me. And the kids
that I haven’t taught.”
As
for
tradition,
Wehner’s blood has always
run Jr. Billiken blue.
“My dad went to SLUH
when it first opened on Oakland in 1924,” Wehner said.
“He had to leave because of
the Depression, but his three
brothers all went to St. Louis

U. High. Growing up, he
would refer to SLUH as THE
high school.”
Wehner attended Bishop
DuBourg for high school, but
when he arrived at SLUH in
1985, the rich history and tradition of the school began to
call to Wehner. He began to
look through old Prep News
editions and yearbooks, and
what he found amazed him.
However, one story rose
above the rest.
“When I think about
Tradition Never Graduates,
I think about one particular
name from that plaque: Joe
Finnegan,” Wehner said. “Joe
Finnegan graduated from St.
Louis U. High in 1934. Married, wife got pregnant. He
was called to service. He was
killed on Omaha Beach. Wife
is 7 months pregnant. Wife
has a little boy. He goes to St.
Louis U. High. He gets married. He has two boys: Bren-

dan and Matt Finnegan. They
both graduated from St. Louis
U. High. I fall in love with stories like that.”
Wanting to find a way
to preserve this tradition,
Wehner found inspiration in
the plaque that memorializes
all of the St. Louis U. High
students who lost their lives
in World War II. Wehner decided to do the same for the
Vietnam War.
“If you had to ask what
were some of my proudest
accomplishments, the plaque
in the pool hall with all of
the names of the boys from
St. Louis U. High that died in
Vietnam,” Wehner said.
Wehner’s desire to celebrate SLUH’s tradition also
led him to the motto that is
now integral to the SLUH
community, Tradition Never
Graduates. It was only by
chance that he stumbled upon
the saying.
“I was looking for something to be a moniker, a pillar
of the athletic department,”
Wehner said. “And I was looking through an athletic director’s magazine, and it was an
ad. The picture was a wrestling coach talking to kids,
and on one of the kid’s shirts,
it had ‘tradition never graduates.’”
In 1990, Wehner, along
with the AD’s of Chaminade,
Vianney, CBC, and De Smet,
created the Metro Catholic Conference, a name that
Wehner himself came up
with.
“I take a lot of pride
in being part of the founding members of the MCC,”
Wehner said.

And he should take pride
in it, as in the past decade the
MCC has become one of St.
Louis’ premier high school
athletic conferences. CBC
won the state football title this
year, and in basketball, there
has been an MCC team in the
Final Four each of the past
four years.
But in the end, for
Wehner, it’s always been about
the boys. He tears up thinking
about his time as it comes to
a close.
“You look at your life and
you say you want to do something with your life,” Wehner
said. “You want to make a difference. You ask yourself: Did
I make a ripple?”
P.E. teacher Patrick Zarrick certainly believes so.
“I work all of the home
soccer games and some of the
home football games and just
seeing Mr. Wehner there late
at night, knowing the sacrifices he’s made to his family

with his free time,” Zarrick
said. “Working late, closing
up, cleaning out the coolers
down the very end almost always the last person to leave
this campus. (He’s) just a special individual to be able to do
the work when no one is looking, to do the little things that
need to be done.
Wehner will miss it
all. He’ll miss coaching the
coaches, being of service to
the students and coaches of
SLUH, and all of the relationships he’s made in and out
of SLUH. Even now, after 31
years, he questions if his impact on the SLUH community
will be remembered.
“Four years from now,
they’ll say, ‘You were AD?’”
Wehner said.
But for the people who
have experienced Wehner
over the last 30 years, he won’t
be forgotten. How could he?
After all, Tradition Never
Graduates.
photo | Mr. Matt Sciuto

“He has an eye for things”: Mueller retiring after 32 years at SLUH
(continued from page 5)

er Danielle Harrison
joined the SLUH community four years ago, Mueller
was one of her first friends
and was, again, active in
welcoming and caring for
newcomers.
“My first year here I
was terrified for a lot of
different reasons, and Mr.
Mueller would always stop
by the theology office to
check on me. He would
say, ‘Are you ok? It’s going
to be ok.’ He was always
so warm and caring. It was
beautiful.”

Mueller as a
Teacher

Mueller has influenced
many students to pursue
art as a career and has
reached many students.
Edward Del Rosario,
’88, took five semesters
of art with Mueller and has
worked as a professional
artist in New York and an
art professor at Dartmouth
and Parsons. Del Rosario’s artwork has appeared
on the cover of The New
York Times Magazine and
in galleries in Los Angeles,
New York, and Milan.
“The influence that Mr.
Mueller had on me was
opening the possibility of
making a career out of art,”
said Del Rosario. “That it
was a viable option, that it

was a worthwhile option to
pursue, and that there was
a value to it.”
Another student of
Mueller’s was Matt McGuire, ’88, who majored in
art history at the Art Institute of Chicago.
“He was just an incredible instructor. I learned
more from him probably
than almost every one of
my professors in college.
We were lucky to have him
at SLUH, and he’s just a
terrific presence.”
“He understood how to
convey information,” said
McGuire. “And a lot of artists don’t and can’t do that.
And he did it incredibly
well. He could take someone who did not know how
to draw and teach them
how to draw.”
With one eye closed
and a pencil in his extended hand, Mueller has
taught each student the
principle of perspective.
His famous line “everything
in my life goes back to the
vanishing point” resonates
in the minds of freshman
Fine Arts survey students.
His lessons on perspective
go beyond proportion and
vanishing points.
“He’s taught another
kind of perspective: what
are the things that you let
go in life and what are the
things that really matter,”

said Renard. “He has a genius for knowing which is
which.”
David Rhoads, ’06,
went on to study painting
at the Kansas City Art Institute and now works as
a museum art handler and
painter. He also made the
cardboard racecar that has
been a feature of the art
exhibit at open house for
the last several years.
“I think one of the
special things about Mr.
Mueller is that he kind of
teaches you how to actually see and actually use
your eyes,” he said.

stemming from his deep
care for them while they
were students here. He notices the little things.
“He will notice a kid
who’s been turned down
for three things,” Bugnitz
said. “He’ll notice that and
invite him to be on his service group.”
“He has an eye for
things and a perspective where he can pick up
things where I’m personally oblivious to it. I just see
the whole world differently
because of him, a completely different perspective … And I think with him
you notice, not only what
Outside His
you do but how you do it
Classroom
matters. There’s an integMueller has developed rity to the process and that
friendships with alumni the way in which we come

Mueller showing perspective to two students in 1996.

to things really matters,”
said theology teacher Rob
Garavaglia.
Several years back,
Nick Fandos, ’11, and other members of that class,
formed a “Cultural Horizons” club with Mueller to
visit various art and cultural
sites around the city.
“We saw John as
someone who really lives
his life as an artist and
someone
who
values
art and aesthetics and
somebody who could really guide us in that effort,”
said Fandos, who remains
a close friend of Mueller.
“Mostly teachers aren’t still
close friends with people
that graduated in 1988 or
even 2013. I think that’s
because he’s generous

photo | courtesy Dauphin Yearbook

with his time, funny, and
fun to be with. He cares
a ton about students and
does it outside of classroom work.”
Students and facultywill miss his gentle humor
and loving personality.
“His favorite painter
Claude Monet said, ‘The
real job of an artist is to
teach others how to see,’”
said Renard. “John has
shown so many how to see
… I’m talking about seeing
things like justice and collegiality.”
As for what Mueller will
do once he retires, he says
there is plenty to keep him
busy.
“I have my river house,
my business, and my cats,”
he said.

Class of 2015 College Plans
listed by student

Abeln, Ryan: University of Missouri - Columbia
Alexander, Tre’Veion: University of Missouri - St. Louis
Alfaro, Norman: Miami University, Oxford
Arroyo, Collin: University of Missouri - Columbia
Asres, Elias: Missouri State University
Aubuchon, Samuel: Loyola University - Chicago
Augsburger, Nathaniel: University of Tulsa
Ayala, Alejandro: University of Notre Dame
Baldetti, Daniel: University of Missouri - Columbia
Barbey, John: University of Chicago
Barron, Matthew: Saint Louis University
Basham, Walker: The University of Alabama
Bates, Matthew: University of Kentucky
Beckford, Emil: Yale University
Beffa, Alessio: University of Tulsa
Berg, Eric: Cornell University
Berlinger, Joseph: Truman State University
Birk, Michael: University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
Blackwell Jr., Thomas: Washington University in St. Louis
Blaes, Nicholas: Saint Louis University
Blechle, Ryan: Saint Louis University
Boerding, Elliot: Saint Louis University
Booth, Nicholas: Marquette University
Bowman, Austin: University of Missouri - Columbia
Brady, Ryan: The University of Arizona
Brewer, Alexander: University of Dayton
Brinkmann, Conner: Creighton University
Brooks, Peter: Belmont University
Brown, Connor: Loyola University - Chicago
Bruce, Preston: Claflin University
Bub, Andrew: University of Notre Dame
Buckley, Conor: Mo. U. of Science and Technology
Buescher, Benjamin: Colorado State University
Bui, John: St. Louis College of Pharmacy
Burke, Charles: University of Missouri - Kansas City,
School of Medicine
Burke, David: DePaul University
Burke, Halpin: University of Notre Dame
Byrne, Daniel: University of Missouri - Columbia
Callahan, McKenzie: Rochester Institute of Technology
Carroll, John: Loyola University - Chicago
Caselton, Eric: The University of Alabama
Chang, Kieran: University of Missouri - Columbia
Chapman, Stephen: Indiana University at Bloomington
Chevalier, Bolan: Tulane University
Chipley, Spencer: Truman State University
Ciaramitaro, Alexander: Bradley University
Cihota, John: University of Tulsa
Civettini, Dominic: Mo. U. of Science and Technology
Colvin, Andre: Millikin University
Colvis, Jacob: University of Wisconsin, Madison
Conway, Clark: The University of Alabama
Costello Jr., John: Murray State University
Cox, Jacob: Indiana University at Bloomington
Crenshaw, Zachary: Rockhurst University
Cummings, Derek: University of Missouri - St. Louis
Cummings, Nathaniel: University of Evansville
Cusanelli, Domenic: Truman State University
Cushing, Kellen: University of Missouri - Columbia
DelaRoche, Benjamin: Indiana University at Bloomington
DelaRoche, William: University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
Derdeyn, Colin: Boston College
Doerr, Nicholas: Missouri State University
Donlin, Thomas: University of Mississippi
Downs, Cullen: Mo. U. of Science and Technology
Dryden, Jacob: University of Missouri - Columbia
Eberle, Sean: Truman State University
Edwards, Bryan: Truman State University
Embry, Jackson: Saint Louis University
Esker, Ryan: University of Central Missouri
Espenschied, Thomas: University of Dayton
Esswein, Anthony: University of Missouri - Kansas City,
School of Medicine
Esswein, Theodore: Saint Louis University
Fentress, Samuel: University of Notre Dame
Finn, Justin: Southeast Missouri State University
Fitzgerald, John: Georgetown University
Fix, Andrew: University of Tulsa
Fleming, Matthew: Saint Louis University
Fox, Garret: Creighton University
Franke, Justin: Regis University
Gallagher, John: Saint Louis University
Garcia, Alec: Rockhurst University
Garner, Richard: Belmont University
George, Jeric: University of Missouri - Columbia
Gerbic, Samuel: Bradley University
Gmelich, Andrew: University of Missouri - Columbia
Godar, Joseph: Loyola University - Chicago
Goga, Gavin: University of Kansas
Green, Kailan: University of Kansas
Grignola, Matias: Saint Louis University

Gusdorf, Sigmund: Fairfield University
Guyol, Mark: University of Missouri - Columbia
Harper, Andrew: Loyola University - New Orleans
Hayes, Benjamin: Saint Louis University
Heine, William: Mo. U. of Science and Technology
Held, Cornelis: Truman State University
Helfrich, Eric: University of Dayton
Hennessey, Matthew: University of Notre Dame
Henning, Mitchell: University of Missouri - Columbia
Hernandez, Brandon: Rockhurst University
Hewlett, Noah: University of Missouri - Columbia
Higgins, Patrick: University of Missouri - Columbia
Himich, Dominic: University of Tulsa
Hock, Nathan: Mo. U. of Science and Technology
Hof, Andrew: Fordham University - Rose Hill Campus
Hogan, Thomas: University of Dallas
Horas, Gabriel: Saint Louis University
Horner, Luke: University of Dayton
Howe, George: Macalester College
Hurt, Alex: University of Missouri - Columbia
Irvine, Andrew: University of Wisconsin, Madison
Jackson, Rollin: University of Missouri Columbia
Jackson, Shayn: Pomona College
Jacobsen, Aidan: The University of Texas, Austin
James, Benjamin: University of Tulsa
Jasso, Joseph: Indiana University at Bloomington
Jellinek, Matthew: Rockhurst University
Jenkins, Jordan: Mo. U. of Science and Technology
Johnson, Martin: Northwestern University
Johnson, Perri: University of Indianapolis
Jorstad, Mitchell: University of Kentucky
Kavy, Maxwell: University of Missouri - Columbia
Keesey, Nicholas: University of Missouri - Columbia
Keeven, Benjamin: University of Missouri - Columbia
Kelley, Lewis: Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology
Kemp IV, Fred: University of Tulsa
Kennedy, Michael: Mo. U. of Science and Technology
Kerwood, Austin: Truman State University
Kiehl, John: Fordham University - Rose Hill Campus
Kiesewetter, Thomas: The University of Alabama
Kilgore, Aaron: University of Missouri - Columbia
Kissel, Brian: Mo. U. of Science and Technology
Kluba, Dennis: Belmont University
Koetting, Andrew: Marquette University
Komos, William: Indiana University at Bloomington
Komp, Brendan: University of Dayton
Konzen, Henry: Indiana University at Bloomington
Korpecki, John: Saint Louis University
Krippene, Ryan: Saint Louis University
Kruse, Mason: The University of Alabama
LaDriere, Michael: Miami University, Oxford
Lally, Thomas: Saint Louis University
LaRose, Nathaniel: Mo. U. of Science and Technology
Larson, Arthur: Texas Christian University
Leingang, William: Truman State University
Leopold, Cameron: University of Missouri - Columbia
Lieser, Paul: University of Missouri - Columbia
Link, Andrew: University of Missouri - Columbia
Lonsway IV, Maurice: Regis University
Luczak, Brian: University of Tulsa
Lux, Thomas: Vanderbilt University
Lynas, Peter: University of Colorado at Boulder
Mackey, Benjamin: University of Kansas
Madden, Patrick: Truman State University
Martel, Isaac: Webster University
Marty, Jacob: Saint Louis University
Mathews, Thomas: University of Missouri - Kansas City,
School of Medicine
Mattingly, John: Washington University in St. Louis
Mayfield, Jackson: University of Kansas
McCaine, Dakota: Fontbonne University
McCarthy, John: DePauw University
McCollom, Austin: Belmont University
McFarland, Brennan: Case Western Reserve University
Meehan, Sean: Fordham University - Rose Hill Campus
Meurer, Matthew: University of Missouri - Columbia
Mitchell, Donn: Purdue University
Moody, Eric: Saint Louis University
Morley, Zachary: Saint Louis University
Mudd, Andrew: University of Dayton
Mudd, Daniel: Gap Year, University of Cincinnati, Fall
2016
Murphy, Kevin: Saint Joseph’s University
Musick, Benjamin: University of Missouri - Columbia
Myrick, Christopher: University of Missouri - Columbia
Neill, Thomas: University of Missouri - Columbia
Nelson, Jakob: Saint Louis University
Neuhoff, Michael: Case Western Reserve University
Nguyen, Scott: St. Louis College of Pharmacy
Niven, Gregory: University of Evansville
Nolan, Bryan: Mo. U. of Science and Technology
O’Leary, Bradley: Truman State University
O’Toole, Thomas: University of Missouri - Columbia
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Odendahl, Ian: Mo. U. of Science and Technology
Oliver, John: Southeast Missouri State University
Olson, Phillip: Texas Christian University
Patke, Andrew: Rockhurst University
Pence, Parker: Saint Louis University
Perryman, Nicholas: University of Missouri - Columbia
Peterson, Andrew: University of Missouri - Kansas City,
School of Medicine
Pitlyk, Eric: Saint Louis University
Pitti, Nicolas: Loyola University - New Orleans
Pizzitola, Jacob: University of Missouri - Columbia
Plyler, Jason: Saint Louis University
Postol, Andrew: Marquette University
Potter, John: University of Dayton
Price, Nathaniel: Maryville University
Quinlivan, Charles: University of Kansas
Rabe, Brian: Georgetown University
Ragsdale, Colin: University of Kansas
Ratermann, John: Rockhurst University
Reinwart, Albert: Bradley University
Renaud, Corey: University of Missouri - Columbia
Ricken, William: University of Kentucky
Roach, Steven: Saint Louis University
Robert, Rafael: DePauw University
Rosario, Franklin: Truman State University
Roth, Steven: University of Missouri - Columbia
Rupp, Michael: University of Missouri - Columbia
Ryan, Mason: University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Sabourin Rubich, Garrett: Missouri State University
Santoni, Corey: University of Notre Dame
Schmidt, Hunter: Vanderbilt University
Schneier, Kevin: University of Notre Dame
Schnell, Kyle: Mo. U. of Science and Technology
Schroder, Jack: University of Missouri - Columbia
Schulz, Evan: St. Lawrence University
Schulze, Brendan: University of Missouri - Columbia
Schweppe, Nathan: Drury University
Seckfort, Brian: Florida Southern College
Sellenriek, Jack: University of Missouri - Columbia
Sextro, Samuel: University of Dayton
Shanahan, Connor: University of Missouri - Columbia
Shipp, Adam: Mo. U. of Science and Technology
Simmon, Isaac: University of Missouri - Columbia
Sims, Johnathan: University of Missouri - Columbia
Skrivan, Patrick: University of Missouri - Columbia
Slama, Joseph: Truman State University
Slattery, Connor: University of Tulsa
Smith, Brian: Southeast Missouri State University
Sosa, Jordan: Undecided
Soto, Peter: Marquette University
Spellmeyer, Joseph: Texas Christian University
Sperkowski, John: Saint Louis University
Stapf, Spencer: University of Missouri-Columbia
Stewart, Christian: Butler University
Stolz, Donald: Assumption College
Strode, Shane: Truman State University
Sullivan, Jack: University of Notre Dame
Sullivan-Barrale, Lucas: Adelphi University
Taaffe, Kevin: Rockhurst University
Tarlas, Daniel: Indiana University at Bloomington
Thomas, Kevin: Xavier University (Gap Year)
Thompson, Ross: University of Missouri- Columbia
Thorp, Brian: The College of Wooster
Tolish, Ingram: Lindenwood University
Tomek, Andrew: Rockhurst University
Toth, Brendan: University of Missouri - Columbia
Trunko, Thomas: Mo. U. of Science and Technology
Turner, Stephen: Loyola Marymount University
Twardowski, Luke: Indiana University at Bloomington
Venker, Daniel: Rhodes College
Verhoff, Kier: Marquette University
Vienhage, Rocco: Miami University, Oxford
Vitellaro, Giuseppe: Undecided
Vogler IV, Leo: University of Missouri - Columbia
Voigt, Colin: University of Notre Dame
Volmert, Peter: Benedictine College
Wacker, Daniel: Indiana University at Bloomington
Walsh, Michael: University of Notre Dame
Walsh, Thomas: University of Missouri - Columbia
Walters, Brendan: Miami University, Oxford
Warfield, Andrew: University of Tulsa
Warfield, Michael: Washington University in St. Louis
Waters, Patrick: University of Mississippi
Wehrle, Damian: The University of Tampa
Weisbrod, Noah: Saint Louis University
Welby, Andrew: University of Pittsburgh
Wenkel, Stephan: Xavier University
Wilper, Joe: Truman State University
Windler, Patrick: University of Missouri - Columbia
Winkelmann, Michael: University of Missouri - Columbia
Zawalski, Michael: University of Missouri - Columbia
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Lindenwood (1)
UMSL (2)

Wash. U. (3)

STL College
Pharmacy (2)
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SLU(24)
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University (1)

(2) U. of

(1) U. of Colorado Boulder
U. of Denver
(2)

Colorado State (1)
Regis U. (2)

(1) Benedictine
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(
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Loyola U. Marymount (1)
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furthest distance
(Loyola Marymount)

(1) Pomona

Students attending a
Missouri school

U. of Arizona (1)

(1) Northwestern
(1) DePaul U.
(3) Bradley U.
(1)Millikin U.

Loyola (4)
Chicago

Notre Dame (10)

U. Chicago (1)
(1) Butler

Purdue (1)

U. of Ill. Urbana-Champaign (1)

(1) R.H.I.T.

U. of Indianapolis (1)

(2) DePauw

Indiana University (9)

U. of Evansville (2)
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St. Lawrence U. (1)

f MN-Twin Cities

Rochester Inst. of Tech (1)

(1) Macalester
(2) U. of WI

(1) Assumption
Cornell (1)

Marquette (5)

(1) Fairfield
Case Western U. (2)

Creighton (2)

e College

Truman U.
(14)

See bottom of page 8 for
colleges in Illinois and Indiana.

6) K.U.
(4) UMKC Rockhurst(8)

U. of Central Mo.

(1) St. Joseph’s U.
(1) Col. of Wooster U. of Pittsburgh
(1)
Miami U. (4)
(2) Georgetown U.
(8) U. of Dayton
Xavier U. (1)

U. of Tulsa (10)

Yale (1)

Fordham (3)
Adelphi (1)

U. of Kentucky (3)

M.U. (48)

Mo. S & T (14)
(3) Mo. St
Drury (1)

Boston Col. (1)

Murray St. (1)
(2) Vanderbilt Belmont (4)

(1) Rhodes Col.
U. of MS
(2)

Claflin (1)
U. of AL (5)

U (3)
of Dallas (1)

TX Austin (1)

Loyola New Orleans (2)
Tulane (1)
(1) Florida Southern College
U. of Tampa (1)

Editor’s Note
This map lays out the class of 2015’s college
choices on a map of the United States. Choices
are based on the decisions given to the
Counseling Office by 3:00 on Wednesday.
Students who are taking gap years,
undecided, or had not submitted their college
choices to the Counseling Office by Wednesday
are not included on the map.
Locations are approximate.
See either of the opposite pages of this
spread for more detailed information about
who is attending which college.
Laid out by Jack Kiehl (news editor),
Giuseppe Vitellaro (staff artist), and Sam
Fentress (editor-in-chief).

College At Location
(# of Students)
2nd College At Same Location
(# of Students)
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Class of 2015 College Plans
listed by college

Adelphi University (1): Lucas Barrale

Murray State University (1): John Costello

Mason Ryan

Assumption College (1): Donald Stolz

Northwestern University (1): Martin Johnson

University of Indianapolis (1): Perri Johnson

Belmont University (4): Peter Brooks, Richard Garner, Dennis Kluba, Austin McCollom

Pomona College (1): Shayn Jackson
Purdue University (1): Donn Mitchell

University of Kansas (6): Gavin Goga, Kailan Green,
Benjamin Mackey, Jackson Mayfield, Charles Quinlivan, Colin Ragsdale

Regis University (2): Justin Franke, Maurice Lonsway

University of Kentucky (3): Matthew Bates, Mitchell
Jorstad, William Ricken

Rhodes College (1): Daniel Venker

University of Minnesota, Twin Cities (2): Michael
Birk, William DelaRoche

Benedictine College (1): Peter Volmert
Boston College (1): Colin Derdeyn
Bradley University (3): Alexander Ciaramitaro,
Samuel Gerbic, Albert Reinwart
Butler University (1): Christian Stewart
Case Western Reserve University (2): Brennan McFarland, Michael Neuhoff
Claflin University (1): Preston Bruce
Colorado State University (1): Benjamin Buescher
Cornell University (1): Eric Berg
Creighton University (2): Conner Brinkmann, Garret Fox
DePaul University (1): David Burke
DePauw University (2): John McCarthy, Rafael Robert
Drury University (1): Nathan Schweppe
Fairfield University (1): Sigmund Gusdorf
Florida Southern College (1): Brian Seckfort
Fontbonne University (1): Dakota McCaine
Fordham University (3): Andrew Hof, John Kiehl,
Sean Meehan
Georgetown University (2): John Fitzgerald, Brian
Rabe
Indiana University at Bloomington (9): Stephen
Chapman, Jacob Cox, Benjamin DelaRoche, Joseph
Jasso, William Komos, Henry Konzen, Daniel Tarlas,
Luke Twardowski, Daniel Wacker

Rochester Institute of Technology (1): McKenzie
Callahan
Rockhurst University (8): Zachary Crenshaw, Alec
Garcia, Brandon Hernandez, Matthew Jellinek, Andrew Patke, John Ratermann, Kevin Taaffe, Andrew
Tomek
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology (1): Lewis
Kelley
Saint Joseph’s University (1): Kevin Murphy
Saint Louis University (24): Matthew Barron, Nicholas Blaes, Ryan Blechle, Elliot Boerding, Jackson
Embry, Theodore Esswein, Matthew Fleming, John
Gallagher, Matias Grignola, Benjamin Hayes, Gabriel
Horas, John Korpecki, Ryan Krippene, Thomas Lally, Jacob Marty, Eric Moody, Zachary Morley, Jakob
Nelson, Parker Pence, Eric Pitlyk, Jason Plyler, Steven
Roach, John Sperkowski, Noah Weisbrod
Southeast Missouri State University (3): Justin Finn,
John Oliver, Brian Smith
St. Lawrence University (1): Evan Schulz
St. Louis College of Pharmacy (2): John Bui, Scott
Nguyen

University of Pittsburgh (1): Andrew Welby

The University of Alabama (5): Walker Basham, Eric
Caselton, Clark Conway, Thomas Kiesewetter, Mason
Kruse

University of Tulsa (10): Nathaniel Augsburger,
Alessio Beffa, John Cihota, Andrew Fix, Dominic
Himich, Benjamin James, Fred Kemp, Brian Luczak,
Connor Slattery, Andrew Warfield

The University of Tampa (1): Damian Wehrle

Loyola University - Chicago (4): Samuel Aubuchon,
Connor Brown, John Carroll, Joseph Godar

The University of Texas Austin (1): Aidan Jacobsen
Truman State University (14): Joseph Berlinger,
Spencer Chipley, Domenic Cusanelli, Sean Eberle,
Bryan Edwards, Cornelis Held, Austin Kerwood,
William Leingang, Patrick Madden, Bradley O’Leary,
Franklin Rosario, Joseph Slama, Shane Strode, Joel
Wilper
Tulane University (1): Bolan Chevalier

Maryville University (1): Nathaniel Price

University of Central Missouri (1): Ryan Esker

Miami University, Oxford (4): Norman Alfaro, Michael LaDriere, Rocco Vienhage, Brendan Walters

University of Chicago (1): John Barbey

Millikin University (1): Andre Colvin
Missouri State University (3): Elias Asres, Nicholas
Doerr, Garrett Sabourin Rubich
Missouri University of Science and Technology (14): Conor Buckley, Dominic Civettini, Cullen Downs, William Heine, Nathan Hock, Jordan
Jenkins, Michael Kennedy, Brian Kissel, Nathaniel
LaRose, Bryan Nolan, Ian Odendahl, Kyle Schnell,
Adam Shipp, Thomas Trunko

University of Missouri - St. Louis (2): Tre’Veion Alexander, Derek Cummings

The College of Wooster (1): Brian Thorp

Loyola Marymount University (1): Stephen Turner

Marquette University (5): Nicholas Booth, Andrew
Koetting, Andrew Postol, Peter Soto, Kier Verhoff

University of Missouri - Kansas City, School of
Medicine (4): Charles Burke, Anthony Esswein,
Thomas Mathews, Andrew Peterson

Texas Christian University (3): Arthur Larson, Phillip Olson, Joseph Spellmeyer

The University of Arizona (1): Ryan Brady

Macalester College (1): George Howe

University of Missouri - Columbia (48): Ryan
Abeln, Collin Arroyo, Daniel Baldetti, Austin Bowman, Daniel Byrne, Kieran Chang, Kellen Cushing,
Jacob Dryden, Jeric George, Andrew Gmelich, Joseph Guyol, Mitchell Henning, Noah Hewlett, Patrick
Higgins, Alex Hurt, Rollin Jackson, Maxwell Kavy,
Nicholas Keesey, Benjamin Keeven, Aaron Kilgore,
Cameron Leopold, Paul Lieser, Andrew Link, Matthew Meurer, Benjamin Musick, Christopher Myrick,
Thomas Neill, Thomas O’Toole, Nicholas Perryman,
Jacob Pizzitola, Corey Renaud, Steven Roth, Michael
Rupp, Jack Schroder, Brendan Schulze, Jack Sellenriek, Connor Shanahan, Isaac Simmon, Johnathan
Sims, Patrick Skrivan, Spencer Stapf, Ross Thompson,
Brendan Toth, Leo Vogler, Thomas Walsh, Patrick
Windler, Michael Winkelmann, Michael Zawalski

University of Notre Dome (10): Alejandro Ayala,
Andrew Bub, Halpin Burke, Samuel Fentress, Matthew Hennessey, Corey Santoni, Kevin Schneier, Jack
Sullivan, Colin Voigt, Michael Walsh

Lindenwood University (1): Ingram Tolish

Loyola University - New Orleans (2): Andrew Harper, Nicolas Pitti

University of Mississippi (2): Thomas Donlin, Patrick Waters

University of Colorado at Boulder (1): Peter Lynas

University of Wisconsin, Madison (2): Jacob Colvis,
Andrew Irvine
Vanderbilt University (2): Thomas Lux, Hunter
Schmidt
Washington University in St. Louis (3): Thomas
Blackwell, John Mattingly, Michael Warfield
Webster University (1): Isaac Martel
Xavier University (1): Stephan Wenkel
Yale University (1): Emil Beckford
Gap Year (2): Daniel Mudd, Kevin Thomas
Undecided (2): Jordan Sosa, Giuseppe Vitellaro

University of Dallas (1): Thomas Hogan

Check the Prep News next week for a listing of
University of Dayton (8): Alexander Brewer, Thom- seniors’ accepted scholarships.
as Espenschied, Eric Helfrich, Luke Horner, Brendan
Komp, Andrew Mudd, John Potter, Samuel Sextro
University of Evansville (2): Nathaniel Cummings,
Gregory Niven
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (1):

All information comes from schools reported to
the counseling office by 3:00 p.m. on Thursday
and appear as given to the Prep News by the department.
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Dempsey heads back to Denver
after year with ASC

photo | Mrs. Kathy Chott

Dempsey teaching one of her sophomore classes.
BY John Michael Fitzgerald
REPORTER

S

uperb teacher, dedicated
coach, and compassionate
colleague are just a few ways
to describe English teacher
and Alum Service Corps
volunteer, Megan Dempsey.
From cross country coach, to
teaching sophomore English,
to being a service leader on
countless occasions, Dempsey
has immersed herself fully
into the St. Louis U. High
community.
“When I first interviewed
her, I was struck by how fierce
she was,” said English teacher,

Rich Moran, who mentored
Dempsey. “What I mean by
this is she is very determined
to create a first-rate experience for her students, and she
has done a tremendous job at
doing so.”
Before applying for the
ASC, and being placed at
SLUH, Dempsey attended
Regis Jesuit Girls’ Division
High School in Denver, Colo.,
where she is originally from.
“When I applied for the
program, I didn’t necessarily have to be in Denver, but I
knew I wanted to be in an allmale school,” said Dempsey. “I
thought it would be fun to see

the boy-school experience,
and just try something new.”
Dempsey switched to
English from Political Science,
while a student at Gonzaga
University.
“I figured out that I had
an immense love for English, so I asked myself, ‘Why
wouldn’t I just teach it?’” said
Dempsey.
Dempsey was faced with
the immediate challenges of
managing, and earning the respect from, a classroom filled
with energetic, sometimes
overwhelming, sophomore
boys.

continued on page 12

Roberge finishes ASC year of
counseling, coaching, tutoring
BY Liam Connolly
REPORTER

A

lum Service Corps (ASC)
volunteer Molly Roberge
is leaving SLUH after completing a busy year of counseling, coaching, and tutoring at
SLUH. Many of the students
who have worked with Roberge say they have enjoyed her
enthusiasm and aid over the
year.

Monday.”
According to Roberge,
one of the highlights of her
year was spending time every
week after school on Wednesdays working with Campus
Ministry and students at Saint
Francis Cabrini school.
“She’s the coolest person,
and I’m going to miss her a
lot. I did service with her on
Wednesdays at Saint Francis Cabrini, and the car rides
photo | Mr. Matt Sciuto
there were pretty exciting,”
said senior Scott Nguyen. “She
told me about her experiences
and how I should approach
these students, relate to them,
and understand them.”
Roberge also worked
with Campus Ministry and
seniors to help lead a Kairos
retreat.
“I really enjoyed seeing
the boys outside of school
challenging themselves spiritually and challenging the
status quo of where their lives
are and trying to grow as individuals,” said Roberge.
Roberge has also enjoyed
the experience of working
with sports teams at SLUH.
“I helped out the freshman soccer team with Dr.
Kesterson. I also helped out
with basketball and being an
assistant coach,” Roberge said.
“Being a coach was definitely
a highlight of being here at
SLUH. There aren’t many female coaches out there, so it
was fun to compete with the
boys, and push them to see fe-

Schonhoff to teach at Incarnate
BY Kevin Murphy
SPORTS EDITOR

A

grading and his work as a
campus minister, Schonhoff
has always made time to include the students in his day.
“The temptation is for
us to shut our doors or have
people in our office and continue working,” said Finucane.
“One of the things that Michael has been so good at is
being able to put things down
and be with (students), or he’ll
leave the office and just talk

to people hanging out on the
couches.”
He has attended two Kairos retreats, which have given
him the ability to get to know
some of the upperclassmen.
“I was astounded at the
level of depth that he brought
to his talks, but also just the
fact that he is a natural speaker,” said Finucane. “He com-

lum Service Corps campus minister and freshman theology teacher Michael Schonhoff is nearing
the end of his year of service
to St. Louis U. High. He will
be working at Incarnate Word
Academy next year as a junior
theology teacher.
After attending St. Louis
continued on page 15
University and receiving a degree in Theology and Social
Work, Schonhoff joined the
photo | Ms. Meg Beugg
ASC program unsure of what
he wanted to do with his postcollege life.
“ASC is very much about
a year of discernment,” said
Schonhoff. “Social work and
theology connect at ministry.
What they are really about is
working with people. There is
a lot that that could be, so this
was a year to narrow that.”
Schonhoff has worked
in Campus Ministry helping
lead retreats and prayer services, helping with freshman
service, organizing the Lenten
prayer service, and organizing
morning prayer, all while providing a positive presence in
Campus Ministry.
“If I’m complaining
about something, he throws it
back to me in a way that’s really funny,” said Schonhoff ’s
officemate Dan Finucane. “He
really keeps me humble and
self-aware, and gets me out of
my more cynical moments.”
Despite the big load of Schonhoff does service with freshman Frank Beelman on Ash
Wednesday.

Kellerman to complete regency at
Regis High School

photo | Ms. Meg Beugg

“We all appreciate her
help, and all the kids love her.
She’s really nice, outgoing, and
energetic,” said senior Elias
Asres. “She usually helps me
out with homework and stuff,
and after I do papers for English or history, I’ll just bring it
to her so she can help me edit
it. It doesn’t matter if it’s the
weekend, I can still email her
and she’ll get it back to me by

Roberge smiles for a photo while working with a group of
students.
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Kellerman (left) wraps presents for the Adopt-A-Family drive with senior Scott Nguyen last
December.
BY Joe Godar
REPORTER

T

he St. Louis U. High community will say goodbye
to theology teacher and campus minister Chris Kellerman
this year, as he will move to
Regis Jesuit High School in
Denver to complete his regency.
Kellerman has spent the
past year at SLUH sitting in
on the theology classes of Jim
Burshek, S.J. and teaching one
of Deacon Allen Boedeker’s
second semester sophomore
theology classes. Kellerman
has also worked in Campus
continued on page 12 Ministry offering spiritual

guidance to students.
“He was not only a faculty member, not only a spiritual
advisor, but a great friend, and
I think that’s the biggest thing
I got out of those meetings,”
said senior Luke Horner.
Kellerman enjoyed getting to know his students, particularly his sophomore class.
“Going into that classroom was the highlight of every day, they were just fantastic the whole semester,” said
Kellerman.
Kellerman says he has
also learned a lot of great
teaching methods, from how
to teach a topic to how to do

a lesson plan, which will help
him with his Jesuit formation.
“Going into regency
is crazy because you’re trying to learn everything, but I
think because of this year I’ve
learned so much from Deacon
Bodecker and Fr. Burshek,
that I’ll be able to devote less
time next year to figuring out
how to do that stuff, and more
time to caring for students
and getting really involved in
the school,” said Kellerman.
Over the past semester,
Kellerman has shared an office
in Campus Ministry with the-

continued on page 12
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Imagining 18 looks to a third century campus past 200th anniversary
graphics | courtesy of Mr. Ben DuMont

The two main concepts for SLUH’s campus coming out of Imagining 18. Concept D (below)
would feature a new science wing.

(continued from page 1)

sic classrooms all have sprinklers.
“I don’t think there’s any
surprise there that the Danis
Field House is in better condition than the Anna Backer

building,” said Laughlin.
“Some parts of the original
school building will have longer-term maintenance, sustainability issues as opposed
to the Commons.”
The firm found that the

foundation of SLUH’s campus is in poor shape seismically. Scores greater than 2.0
are considered satisfactory on
the seismic evaluation scale;
only the loading dock on the
southeast corner of campus

by the old cafeteria held a seismic evaluation score greater
than 3.0. The Commons, theatre, and music classrooms all
held seismic scores between
2.0 and 3.0 (though the theatre lobby scored less than
2.0) and the entirety of the
original 1923 building scored
below 2.0.
SLUH’s campus also has
a few areas in need of civil
improvement, which includes
standing water and cracking problems in the Faculty/
Staff parking lot. Hastings +
Chivetta also assessed SLUH’s
HVAC, plumbing, and acoustical structure, citing a need
for improvement in similar
areas.
Laughlin said that moving forward, addressing these
areas would involve looking at
how they play into the “third
century campus master plan”
on a macro level.
“If you can take a maintenance level issue on a building
and you can combine it with
more integrated improvements for education, then that
makes sense,” said Laughlin.
“You’re essentially not doubling your efforts, you’re doing it in a coordinated fashion.”
Laughlin also addressed
possible campus sustainability
efforts at the closing convocation, including tree canopies,
vegetation, native plantings,
and rain gardens.
The closing convocation
presentation also featured
two main plans for renovation
to the Backer Memorial. The
proposed plans are largely the
same, though one would completely redo the science wing
at the southern end of the
building, as opposed to merely updating labs and project
room space.
Many of the concepts
involve shuffling parts of the
building around to different

areas. Each facilities improvement is in some way interwoven with another, all fitting
into the third century campus
puzzle.
“It’s all very interrelated,”
said Laughlin.
The old cafeteria, which
has functioned as a multipurpose space over the past few
years but has not had official
usage since early 2012 when
the Si Commons opened,
would hold the new administrative offices and counseling center. New, larger offices
would benefit an expanded
counseling department.
“We would like to have
more offices, a larger reception area, workspace, room
for copiers,” said counselor
Nina See.
“We also talked about
soundproofing; these (offices)
are very non-soundproof,”
said counselor Dave Mouldon. “But the main thing is
we’re going to be adding
counselors over the years, so
just bigger space.”
Campus Ministry would
be relocated next to the chapel, which would help with
proximity for Masses. The
new space could also benefit
the Community Service Program. For service sites that
require a cooked meal, the
newly-placed Campus Ministry would be closer to the
Currigan Room, where they
do their cooking.
The chapel would also
be remodeled to incorporate
more natural light, along with
bringing back stained glass.
The relocation of Campus Ministry and the counseling and administrative offices
would free up space for a potential World Learning Center, a two-floor information
service, global education, and
collaborative learning space.
“In the World Learning
Center you would have quiet

spaces for study (and) you
would have group spaces for
collaborative learning or distance learning with the right
technology,” said Laughlin.
“(The Center) was combining
a lot of different needs within
the school.”
A center like the World
Learning Center has been a
part of the Imagining 18 discussion in various forms since
the beginning of the visioning
process in September 2013.
One of the visioning groups
focused on global education;
committee co-chairs Tom
Zinselmeyer and Tim O’Neil
traveled to Boston College
High School that November
to visit the school’s Global
Education Center. The center,
Zinselmeyer said, was similar
to Campus Ministry and ran
events such as service and immersion trips.
Science
classrooms
would also be improved with
greater lab space, and the second floor J-wing would function as collaborative learning
classrooms,
collaboration
being one of the main areas
of strategic direction coming
from Imagining 18.
The visual arts department would move to SLUH’s
current library with gallery
space to hold works in SLUH’s
collection as well as work
done by students and faculty
members. Student media, including the Prep News, Dauphin yearbook, and photography would move to a new
media center in the basement.
Laughlin said that large
scale changes won’t take place
immediately and not everything will happen at once, but
SLUH will see movement on
some of these changes within
the next few years.

Roberge to hit the
rafts in Moab, Utah

Dempsey to teach at Denver middle school

(continued from page 11)

“I know how to earn
respect from girls because I
know what I would have been
looking for from a teacher in
high school, but for guys it is
just a different process,” said
Dempsey. “They look for and
admire different characteristics than females do, which
was a great learning experience, and ultimately turned
out great.”
Although it was her
first year teaching, Dempsey
pushed her students to excel
through creating a stimulating, enjoyable learning environment.
“Ms. Dempsey does a
great job in bringing the class
to life, always guiding us towards progress,” said sophomore Angelo Karagiannis.
Along with teaching
English, Dempsey took on
a rigorous, time-consuming
role as a cross country coach.
With early morning meets
and late night practices, she
managed to find the time to
stay involved.

males in a different role out on
the field.”
In the immediate future,
Roberge plans to be a white
water rafting guide over the
summer in Moab, Utah.
“That’s the only concrete
thing I have now. In terms of
bigger plans, I hope to be going to grad school sometime
in the future,” said Roberge.

“I owe a big thank you to
all the boys. They’ve be wonderful, and so have the other
ASC’s,” said Roberge. “It’s
been fun to watch the boys
grow into men and learn what
it means to be a SLUH student. The faculty is wonderful
and I hope that the students
use them as mentors.”

Kellerman heads to
Regis in Denver
(continued from page 11)
ology teacher Brian Gilmore,
who teaches the same Theology of the Body class as Kellerman, and will miss sharing
the space and collaborating
with him.

Gilmore says he’ll miss
Kellerman’s “good natured
joy” the most next year.
“He could just light
up the room with his laugh,
and his smile, and his words
as well, so really just every
moment in there was enjoyable,” said Horner.

(continued from page 11)

“It was great to see students’ different personalities
outside the classroom. Everyone had a different identity
that really comes out while
they are competing for a sport
they love,” said Dempsey.
“Also just getting to see everyone joking around and
challenging themselves physically are all things that I never
would have fully experienced
if I didn’t have the chance to
coach a sports team.”
Dempsey was involved
in multiple service events,
such as taking a group of students to the Crisis Nursery, a
safe place for children whose
parents are experiencing
overwhelming stress or are in
a crisis. Dempsey also led a
Kairos retreat.
“Kairos was an informative experience for me
in terms of educating high
school boys. To have this
weekend experience where I
got to see these juniors and
seniors especially arrive at
their best self was really neat,”
said Dempsey. “ It gave me the
realization that my role with

the sophomores is just one of
many places along this SLUH
continuum as students continue to grow and develop.”
On
spring
break,
Dempsey went on the mission
trip to Barren Springs, Va. for
Mission Appalachia, where
the group worked on a variety
of hands-on projects, which
included anything from clearing out garden beds to repairing barns.
According to Dempsey,
one of the most memorable
experiences from the trip and
her entire experience at SLUH
was removing a gigantic
stump from one of the farm
fields.
“Everyone was so joyous
and triumphant once they finally got the stump out of the
ground,” said Dempsey. “This

joy and excitement that comes
from the small triumphs in
life start to dwindle as you get
older, and it was great to see
that again.”
After the school year
finishes, Dempsey plans to
return to her home in Denver, where she will take some
time to be with family and
also teach English and speech
to seventh graders at St. Mary
Middle School.
Although
her
time
here may have been short,
Dempsey certainly has impacted many and her service
will not be forgotten.
“We will definitely miss
her humor and camaraderie
in the English office,” said
Moran. “I always could count
on her, and she will be greatly
missed.”

For more departing
faculty, see next week’s
Prep News.

Sports
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Rugby goes into State tourney riding a three-game win streak
photo | courtesy of Mr. Guy Sextro

Senior Drew Mudd powers through the Priory defense in last week’s match.
BY Keith Thomas
CORE STAFF

S

LUH rugby has come up
short in both tournaments
that they have participated
in this year, with one crucial
defeat coming at the hands
of a strong Bixby side from

Oklahoma. Although the Jr.
Bills placed second, the team
wasn’t satisfied, eager to reach
the state tournament as the
top seed from St. Louis.
SLUH rugby has won
three straight, finishing the
regular season with a record

of 10-2, a record which helped
SLUH crack the national
rankings for the first time in
the team’s history.
SLUH has remained relatively healthy, heading into the
state tournament with nearly
all fifteen starters injury-free.

SLUH—a squad backed with
undeniable senior talent—is
not only the top seed out of St.
Louis, but poses a large threat
to the top seed out of Kansas
City: the Kansas City Jr. Blues.
The Jr. Bills will kick off
the first of their final three

games this weekend against
Park Hill. With the matchup
being the first at the state
tournament, the Jr. Bills look
to set a dominating tone. Park
Hill struggled thorughout the
year, most notably losing to
the KC Jr. Blues by 50 earlier
in the season.
The results of Park Hill’s
struggling season are favorable to the Jr. Bills. With a win,
SLUH would face the winner
of the Eureka/Liberty North
matchup.
“Our goal is to win the
first two games without any
serious injuries, and to come
out and show the Jr. Blues
that we are not here to lose
this year,” said senior captain
Drew Mudd.
The Jr. Bills, however,
need to take the tournament
one game at a time. Slow starts
have plagued the team this
year, especially against Bixby
in the finals of the St. Louis
Gateway Ruggerfest tournament. Every game SLUH has
scored first, they have won.
SLUH looks to captains
Mudd and senior Aaron
Kilgore to punch the team’s
ticket to the state finals. Mudd
proved to be the Jr. Bills’ main
offensive force this year, leading the team in tries and overall points. Kilgore, despite the
low number of tries, is a huge
physical force for the team.
With fellow senior Max Kavy,
Kilgore owns the rucks and
wears down opponents with

his high level of physical play.
Sophomore scrum half
Luke Sextro has matured over
the length of the season while
conducting play for the Ruggerbills. His skillset is nearly
unmatched among other St.
Louis scrum halfs. Combined
with his youth and experience, Sextro will be a valuable
asset towards the Jr. Bills’ first
state run.
The back line for SLUH
hopes to continue with the
same speed and stamina for
the rest of the year. Senior Elliot Boerding is a force out of
the backfield, jumping into
the action and running back
in time to cover his position.
Senior Aiden Jacobsen, a
mid-season add-on, was one
of the best pickups for the Jr.
Bills this year. Jacobsen’s running ability has dumbfounded
opponents late in the season,
helping the Jr. Bills score more
tries in crucial games. With
Boerding at fullback, Jacobsen
at centre, and Mudd at fly half,
the back line is inform for the
coming games at state.
“We have Aiden and (senior Jack) Schroeder in the
middle, so we will work it
through them to gain tough
yardage, then swing the ball
back out to Elliot and our
wings to beat the other teams
with our speed,” said Mudd.
“The main thing we need to

continued on page 15

Golf takes hardware
at Districts, hopes for Volleyball finishes third at Lafayette tourney
Sectionals
win“Everyone was familiar
Joseph Reznikov
BY
REPORTER

L

ed by seniors Alex
Ciaramitaro and Dan
Venker, the St. Louis U. High
golf team claimed its third
District 2 title in four years
on Monday at Crystal Spring
Quarry Golf Club. The team
shot a total of 302 and completely dominated the competition, beating the nearest
competitor, Chaminade, by 14
strokes.
Ciaramitaro and Venker
tied for first place individually
for the day, with both shooting three-over-par 73s. Freshman Jack Wachter (77), sophomore Max Twardowski (79),
and junior Scotty Berger (86)
rounded out the scores, with
Wachter and Twardowski
medaling.
SLUH’s victory qualified
the team to compete in the
Sectional Golf Tournament
on Monday at Aberdeen Golf
Club.
“Alex and Dan were definitely anchors for the day,” said
coach Scott Gilbert. “When
your two seniors lead the day
with two 73s, you know it’s going to be a good day.”
The Jr. Bills were prepared for the tournament,
playing the course as a team
last week as well as during tryouts, which helped contribute
to the team’s success on Monday.

with the course and knew
what to expect,” said Venker.
“The greens were fast but we
were prepared for it.”
“(The course) definitely
played differently than it did
at tryouts,” agreed Ciaramitaro, who shot a three-underpar 67 during tryouts. “It
played tough today, especially
when the wind started to pick
up on the back nine.”
Throughout the season, the Jr. Bills developed a
rivalry with the Red Devils
of Chaminade, which made
their 12-stroke victory at the
District Tournament even
sweeter.
“All year in tournaments
we were getting beat (by
Chaminade) by tiny margins,
so we had a goal set to come
to the course focused, relaxed,
and patient and win,” said Gilbert. “And we were able to win
the tournament that counts
the most.”
Chaminade also qualified as a team for the Sectional
Tournament, so the Jr. Bills
are going to have their hands
full. Other big competition for
the Jr. Bills will be Poplar Bluff
and Jackson, who placed first
and second in the District 1
District Tournament.
“Chaminade always is
tough competition, so we
need to make sure we watch
out for them,” said Ciaramitaro.

photo | Patrick Enderle

District
tourney
begins May
15

BY Leo Henken
REPORTER

C

oming off of a strong
third place finish at the
year’s most competitive tournament at Lafayette, the St.
Louis U. High volleyball team
(21-3) looks for another late
season run-up to the playoffs.
The Lafayette tournament featured a competitive
pool of teams, including Vianney, De Smet, Lafayette, and
many other state-contending
teams. The SLUH team finished 4-1, losing to the undefeated Vianney Griffins in the
tournament’s semifinals.
After a slow start against
Vianney, the Jr. Bills lost the
first set 25-20. The second set
was played with much more
energy, but the Golden Griffins still slipped by the Jr. Bills
25-23.
Even with the loss, head
coach Jeff Cheak is pleased
with the team’s game play.
“Looking back on the
tournament, I am pleased
with better team and individual blocking,” said Cheak.
“George Huhmann really took
a step forward.”

A trio of SLUH players go up for the block against Chaminade Wednesday afternoon.

Huhmann dealt some
damage against his opponents. He averaged 6.7 kills
per match during the tournament, and was a significant
force in victories over Lafayette and Lindbergh.
“The most important
part of the tournament was
being able to get victories over
Lafayette and Lindbergh,” said
Cheak.
The SLUH squad easily
dealt with Lindbergh during
pool play Saturday morning. The 25-18, 25-20 victory
was a quality win for the Jr.
Bills over the defending state
champion.
The Volleybills took over

the Lafayette Lancers in the
third place match, winning
28-26, 16-25, 15-13. Lafayette
has been regarded as one of
the area’s top teams ever since
they took the Parkway Central
Tournament title on April 18.
Yet with this success
come periodic worries. Standout junior Shawn Hughes sat
out Wednesday night against
CBC with back pain.
“Injuries are always part
of the season,” said Cheak.
“Shawn is a major key to our
team and having him out definitely makes our job tougher.
However, we have some very
talented kids on this team and
they have the ability to step up

and play.”
The Jr. Bills will face the
Griffins on May 12 at SLUH
for Senior Night, then will
face De Smet the next day at
De Smet.
“It is great to be playing
the top teams to prepare for
districts and a playoff run,”
said Cheak. “Both games will
allow us to measure where we
are on serve receive, as well as
work on a few plays we have
been working into the offensive game plan.”
With a tough week of
competition ahead, the Jr.
Bills continue to work hard
towards the playoffs, with Districts beginning on May 15.
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Baseball splits week’s games, beats De Smet
for first MCC win of the season

photo | Kevin Murphy

JV golf finishes season
undefeated, C has
strong year in first
year of program
BY Joseph
REPORTER

Reznikov

T

Junior John Brinkman waits to move onto the next base against Chaminade earlier this week.
BY John Cihota
REPORTER

meyer, and neither pitcher
allowed a run for the first six
innings.
In the top of the seventh,
SLUH had an opportunity to
score with the bases loaded,
but failed to drive anyone
in.
In the bottom of the seventh the Spartans scored the
only run of the game on a
walk off single to center field.
“I was just trying to
throw strikes and let my de-

made a spectacular over the
back catch before throwing it
fter losing to Jesuit rito junior Truman Stephens at
val De Smet 1-0, the St.
first base for the double play.
Louis U. High baseball team
“That was a big play in
rebounded Thursday to beat
the game. I was in a bit of a
the Red Devils of Chaminade
jam, and that play not only
5-3, improving their record
helped me out of the jam,
to 12-7. Tuesday was SLUH’s
but also got everyone going
first game against De Smet afagain,” Nolan said.
ter a rain cancellation on April
After four solid shutout
7 and it was a great one. Junior
innings, Nolan struggled in
pitcher Ty Frederking dueled
the fifth giving up two runs
with De Smet’s Michael Plassbefore giving way to Truman
Stephens, who let up one run.
On the offensive side, sephoto | Kevin Murphy nior second baseman Corey
Renaud and junior left fielder
Luke Thibodeau stepped up
big at the plate. Renaud went
three for three with a run
scored and an RBI single.
Thibodeau doubled to left
field to score senior Michael
LaDiere from first to tie the
game 3-3.
“I really saw the ball well
today. I was struggling a little
bit at the plate earlier on this
year, but I’ve just been trying to put the ball in play and
make something happen,” Renaud said.
SLUH would go on to
win the game 5-3 and get their
first win in the MCC this year.
The Jr. Bills will take on
Ladue next Monday at 4:30 at
SLUH.
Junior John Brinkman before a Chaminade pitch Wednesday afternoon. SLUH won 5-3.

A

fense do their work, and they
played very well behind me.
Unfortunately we weren’t able
to get the win,” Frederking
said after the loss.
On Wednesday, SLUH
faced Chaminade. Senior
Bryan Nolan started for the Jr.
Bills and went 4 1/3 innings.
Nolan got some help in the
field from sophomore shortstop Donovan Ditto. On a
pop-up in shallow center field,
Ditto sprinted for the ball and

he Saint Louis U. High JV
and C golf teams capped
off remarkable seasons this
past week, with the JV team
finishing at an undefeated
9-0-1 and the C team finishing 5-1.
The JV team also placed
third in the MCC tournament
at Pevely Farms and placed
first in both the Fox Tournament at Pomme Creek and
the Kirkwood Invitational at
Aberdeen Golf Course.
After tying the Red Devils of Chaminade in their second match of the season, the
JV team went on an incredible 7-0 run, taking care of its
opponents handily. The team
also won both of its tournaments during the undefeated
stretch, the Fox Tournament
and the Kirkwood Invitational.
“I was very pleasantly
surprised with our two tournament wins,” said coach Tom
Wilson. “Guys really stepped
up and picked each other up
when we needed it.”
The Jr. Bills had only
three returning players from
last year’s JV team: junior Jimmy Reddy, sophomore Zach
O’Toole, and sophomore Joseph Reznikov. But, the team
full of young talent was able
to step up to the challenge
and compete extremely well
against tough competition.
“I had a ton of fun playing with the guys this year,”
said Reddy. “As the season
rolled on we gained lots of
confidence and there was a
competitive but friendly attitude within the team during
each match. We became really
close and we played good golf
too.”
In the last week of the
season, the JV team played
four events in four days and
won all of them.
The team won the Kirkwood Invitational on Monday, April 27, led by freshmen
Louie Perotti (76) and Jack
FitzPatrick (78).
Perotti continued his
dominated play into the rest
of the week shooting a 36 on
Tuesday against Vianney and

a 38 on Wednesday against
MICDS. Perotti’s play caught
the eye of varsity coach Scott
Gilbert, who brought the
freshman up to play with the
varsity team in its last regular
season match against Vianney
on April 30.
FitzPatrick also finished
out the season strong, shooting 42, 42, and 39 in the last
three matches of the season.
The Jr. Bills competed so
well this season largely because of their ability to pick
each other up as well as their
ability to feed off of each other and each other’s successes.
Reddy and O’Toole were especially instrumental for this
aspect of the Jr. Bills’ season,
picking up the younger guys
when they weren’t playing as
well as they would have liked.
They, along with some of the
younger players, shot consistently in the low 40s and upper 30s and really helped the
team succeed while having
fun too.
“Every day I get to go
to school and then play golf
somewhere around St. Louis
for free. It’s awesome!” Reddy
said with a laugh. “How can
that not be fun?”
The C-team also competed extremely well this year,
which shows lots of promise
for the future of SLUH’s golf
program. Some of the C-team
players were even brought up
during the last week of the
season to compete in last JV
matches, which was fun for
players on both teams.
Freshman Teddy Ragsdale took advantage of his
opportunity to play in the JV
match and pumped out an
impressive 41. Ragsdale was
a huge part of the freshman
team this year and was the
medalist in the last match of
the season against Vianney.
“We had a very great
group of guys this year,” said
Wilson. “The way they performed, worked together, and
had fun while doing it was
very pleasing for me and for
them. They competed and I
know that if they continue to
play a lot this summer and
work hard, the future looks
very promising.”

Young JV Ultimate gains experience in challenging season

artwork | Joe Fentress
BY William Balossi and
James Bricker
REPORTERS

A

relatively young, inexperienced JV Ultimate
finished its season with 2-6
record.
Although it had a tough

road this season, exemplified
in a 15-4 loss to Vianney and
a 15-0 loss against Eureka, the
team, comprised mainly of
freshmen, holds out hope for
seasons in the years to come.
The JV team posted
strong wins against Westmin-

ster and CBC in two of its
first three games to open the
season 2-1. However, freshman Paul Burka believes the
biggest gains came from hardfought losses to the varsity
teams of Vianney and Eureka.
“Most of these teams
have been playing Ultimate
for two or three years more
than most of our JV guys
had, so it’s really hard to keep
up with them,” said Burka.
“I definitely think that our
varsity squad will look good
down the road, because we all
will be more experienced and
have the plays down.”

The team looks towards
future successes on the basis
of returning underclassmen,
who are expected to play
drastically better, both as a
unit and individually, with a
year of experience under their
belts.
“I think now that they
have played for a season they
will know what to expect and
play with more understanding,” said sophomore Frisbill
Zachary Brock.
The squad, which has
vastly improved over the
season, won’t let the summer
months of fireworks, barbe-

cues, and swimming pools
lull it into complacency. Plans
have been made to enroll voluntary team members into a
summer league, where they
are expected to hone their
skills even further.
Three freshmen, Michael
Esson, Joe Bytnar, and Paul
Burka also managed to move
up to varsity, a team comprised of learned players who
have been playing with each
other for years.
The more experienced Jr.
Bills, No. 2 seed in state and
set to rematch De Smet, ought
to lend the frosh a greater

degree of understanding and
skill in Ultimate which will
prove useful for future seasons.
Brock has a sanguine
outlook for the team.
“Definitely our JV team
has good potential. Everyone
loves to play the game and
even though we didn’t win all
of our games, everyone came
out to simply enjoy saucing
the disk around with friends
and enjoy the spring weather,”
said Brock.
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Schonhoff leaves for Incarnate Word Rugby captures top seed
photo | Mr. Matt Sciuto

photo | Courtesy of Mr. Guy Sextro

(continued from page 13)

Schonoff teaches one of his freshman classes earlier this year.
(continued from page 11)

municated the message in a
way that I know I’d never be
able to, and I don’t think a lot
of other people could do quite
like he does.”
Along with being a part
of the Campus Ministry team,
Schonhoff also taught 42 students in two freshman classes,
something he was nervous
about before the year started.
“It turns out I really like
teaching,” said Schonhoff.
“Going into the year, the
thing I never realized was how
much as a teacher you get to
know your students, and that
was just really cool to have.”
“He’s one of those guys,
where if you’re having a bad

day, you can go to his class,
you can always have a good
time, and he will cheer you
up,” said freshman Sean Bender.
As the year continued,
Schonhoff realized his love of
teaching and decided to continue teaching theology. He
sent in applications to schools
throughout St. Louis, and was
eventually hired by Incarnate
Word Academy to teach junior Morality and Social Justice to the entire class.
“Incarnate is not one of
the girls schools I’m familiar with, but going there and
meeting the teachers and the
administrators and spending
time there and getting a tour
and meeting some of the stu-

dents and teaching a lesson—
as I did more of that I felt
more and more comfortable
with it and more and more excited about being there,” said
Schonhoff.
Schonhoff is most excited
about the smaller number of
faculty at Incarnate, especially
because he has not had the
opportunity to get to know
SLUH’s entire faculty personally.
“I think there is something really cool about a
smaller faculty,” said Schonhoff. “I think there are only
about 30 teachers. There is
some of the faculty here that I
haven’t talked to, which stinks
because I know they are great
people.”
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Senior Max Kavy dives for a try in their game against Priory.

the team’s history is more than
probable.
“With
some
stellar
coaching and proper training, this team has blossomed
into one of the best teams in
the state,” Sextro said. “With

state coming up this weekend,
we have to play our hearts out.
If we compete as one whole
team and play our game, nobody can beat us.”

JV Inline has hopes for playoffs
BY Andrew
REPORTER

S

Fix

LUH’s JV Inline team has
had a rough season this
year, but there is still a chance
for the team to make it into
the playoffs.
Currently in ninth place
in the MOIHA Junior Varsity
division, the 4-9 Jr. Bills, can
move into eighth place if they
can defeat Seckman today,
which would secure a playoff
spot. The team, however, has
the fewest number of penalty
minutes in the entire division,
showing their outstanding
commitment to sportsmanship.
JV coach David Richert
has pushed the team to
“achieve great things when no

one cares who gets the credit,” as his motivational locker
room signs say.
Junior Ethan McIntyre
believes that the team has
done this well so far.
“Looking at the stats, all
of the points are spread out
pretty evenly, meaning that
we are meeting coach’s goal,”
said McIntyre.
But that could ultimately
be a weakness for the team. If
the JV Inline team wants to
secure a spot in the playoffs, it
will need players who can step
up and lead the team.
The team will play tonight at 6 p.m. at Queeny
against Seckman. When asked
about his expectations for the
big game, junior Mark Becker

said: “The boys will wheel
hard out there on the tile, get
pucks deep, score some genos,
and come away from a great
derby game with a ‘w’ that will
launch us into the hunt for the
cup.”
Morale is high amongst
the JV players, despite their
losing streak. “ We need to
come out with an intensity
that has not been seen in recent games,” said McManus.
If the team comes out on
the tile with that unprecedented intensity and wins, it will
be on its way to a game against
De Smet in the playoffs.
Tonight’s game against
Seckman will take place at 6
p.m. at Queeny Park.
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focus on is keeping the ball
in our hands, especially with
these shortened games.”
The forward pack for
SLUH, led by Kilgore and
Kavy, set a goal to win more
scrums at the state tournament. After winning nearly
every scrum against division
rival Priory last week, the
pack has definitely improved
over the course of the season,
and continues to set up scoring plays for the fleet back
line.
“The pack has done really well,” said Mudd. “In the
De Smet game, they took the
ball downfield and scored on
the first possession; that’s really demoralizing for a rugby
team. If we can do that against
any of the teams at state, we
will find ourselves on the winning side.”
The strategy for Park Hill
is simple: strike first, win the
scrums, and get the ball out to
the backs. The Jr. Bills should
be able to advance against a
scrappy Park Hill side, and
hopefully reach a matchup
with the Jr. Blues in the state
finals. If the Jr. Bills continue
their high level of play, the
first state championship in
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Kavy, ’15, honored
Senior football player Max Kavy was honored as one of St. Louis’ 14 National Football Foundation Scholar-Athletes last Sunday, May 3. Kavy was a stalwart on the Jr. Bills’
offensive line, a selection for the All-MCC 1 team, and an All-Metro 3 team selection.
Kavy hopes to continue his football career at Mizzou in the fall.
photo | courtesy of Max Kavy’s Instagram
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Kavy poses with his awards and his grandparents.
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Friday, May 8

Friday, May 1
Juniors piled into the Si
Commons for their Junior
Ring Ceremony, which included a Mass where the juniors received their rings. The
Ring Dance followed at the
Coronado.
Yearbook ordered lunch
as they labored to meet their
first deadline and designed divider pages.
Staycation Club traveled
to Dogtown after having lunch
at the food trucks. See page 2
of this week’s Prep News.
The library sent out their
final riddle of the year to celebrate April being National
Poetry Month. It says, “I bear
a great eagle / And protect
your noggin’. / I come from a
point in history / That shan’t
be forgotten. / I’m mainly for
show and in combat I’d fail, /
Even though I look designed
to impale. / What am I?”
Many different food
trucks, including 22 August,

Sia’s Italian Ice, and Gioia’s
Deli set up for business in the
Turnaround. See page 2 of this
week’s Prep News.
Robotics restored their
robots to the game functioning state, which is the state at
which a robot is ready to operate effectively in a competition.

Careers Club received their
T-shirts from science teacher
Tim O’Keefe.
Latin teacher Jennifer Ice
held a going-away party for
Mr. Tim Kieras, S.J., in her
classroom, M216. Students
gave him heartfelt letters, ate
baked goods, and recognized
how much they appreciate
all he has done for the SLUH
community.

watching Nicholas Cage in
National Treasure, they gave
out the awards. See the full list
of awards on the Prep News
website.
Thursday, May 7
STARS (the StudentTeacher Association for Racial
Study) met for the first time
in 218C during activity period. Led by junior Brendan
Underwood, they are working
to continue the discussion on
The New Jim Crow.
Freshman
Pastoral
Team reflected on the Gospel
of the day, which was about
God’s love given to Jesus,
and how Jesus gave it to the
Apostles and the people of the
world.
Robotics
continued
working on their vending machine after school.

Saturday, May 2
Sophomores and their
dates gathered in the Si Com- Tuesday, May 5
mons for a crazy Sophomore
The Improv Club had
Dance, where the highlight a short meeting in the green
was Davion Nash’s dancing to room after school.
“Flicka da Wrist.”
Wednesday, May 6
Monday, May 4
Students for Life gathSeniors were treated to ered in the Campus Ministry
a breakfast of pancakes, sau- conference room to talk with
sage, and Tang in the Drury Reagan Nielsen of Students
Plaza to celebrate their last for Life of America about the
day.
pro-life movement and how to
AP Exams began and actively work towards change.
will be taking place throughMembers of Latin Club
—Compiled by Sam Cheout the next two weeks.
gathered for their post-MO- chik, Joseph Reznikov, and Joe
Members of the Medical JCL awards ceremony. After Slama.

Junior Ring Mass and Dance in Photos

photos | Mr. Matt Sciuto and Nolen Doorack

Regular Schedule
V Water Polo Championship Tournament (though May
16)
JV Water Polo Championship Tournament (through 		
Friday)
Senior Exam Make Up
Senior Prom
AP Exams: AM: US History
AP
Snack—Chicken Giggles
11:00am Senior Class Meeting and Lunch
4:15pm C Baseball @ CBC Tournament vs. Westminster
Lunch Special—Chicken Bacon Cheese
Vegetarian—Pasta

Saturday, May 9
8:30am V Baseball @ Challenger Baseball Clinic
10:30pm V Ultimate @ State Tournament
12:00pm Dance Dress Rehearsal
12:00pm V Rugby vs. Park Hill @ State Tournament

Sunday, May 10
Mothers’ Day
1:00pm V Ultimate @ State Championship

Monday, May 11

Regular Schedule
V Golf @ Golf Sectional
V Tennis @ Tennis District Tournament (through Friday)
AP EXAMS: AM: Biology / PM: Physics C
AP
Snack—Bosco Sticks
4:15pm C Baseball vs. Borgia @ CBC Tournament
4:30pm V Baseball vs. Ladue
7:00pm Choral/Dance Concerts
Lunch Special—Meatball Sandwich
Vegetarian—Macaroni and Cheese

Tuesday, May 12

Regular Schedule
AP EXAMS: AM: US Gov’t/Politics / PM: French
AP
Snack—Chicken Bites
10:00am Senior Grades Due
3:00pm Chinese Farewell
4:15pm C Baseball vs. De Smet @ CBC Tournament
4:30pm V Baseball vs. Parkway South
4:30pm C Volleyball vs. Vianney
4:30pm JV Volleyball vs. Vianney
5:30pm V Volleyball vs. Vianney
6:00pm Mother’s Club Installation
Lunch Special—Hand-Breaded Chicken Tenders
Vegetarian—Black Bean Burger

Wednesday, May 13

Regular Schedule
AP EXAMS: AM: Eng. Lang. / PM: Statistics
End of the Year Faculty Party
AP
Snack—Pizza Sticks
4:00pm C Volleyball @ De Smet
4:30pm V Baseball vs. Breese Central
5:00pm JV Volleyball @ De Smet
6:00pm V Volleyball @ De Smet
Lunch Special—Steak and Cheese
Vegetarian—Grilled Cheese

Thursday, May 14

Regular Schedule
AP EXAMS: AM: Comp. Gov’t, World History / PM:
Macroeconomics
AP
Snack—Mini Tacos
4:15pm C Baseball @ CBC Tournament Championship
Lunch Special—Papa John’s
Vegetarian—Rice Pilaf

Friday, May 15

Regular Schedule
V Volleyball @ Volleyball District Tournament (through
Saturday)
V Baseball @ Baseball District Tournament (through May
23)
AP EXAMS: AM: Microeconomics / PM: Latin
Mix-It-Up Lunch
AP
Snack—Chicken Giggles
5:00pm JV Lacrosse vs. Marquette
7:00pm V Lacrosse vs. Marquette
7:00pm Student Film Festival
Lunch Special—Toasted Ravioli
Vegetarian—Pasta
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